
THE HISTORIC INNS OF ANNAPOLIS NAMED A 2022 HISTORIC HOTELS OF 
AMERICA AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE NOMINEE FINALIST

 
Annapolis, MD, September 20, 2022 – The Historic Inns of Annapolis in Annapolis, Maryland is pleased to 
announce it is a nominee finalist for the Historic Hotels of America Best Historic Hotel Award in the 76–200 
Guestrooms category. Each year, the Historic Hotels of America Awards of Excellence honor, encourage, 
and recognize the most exemplary historic hotels, hoteliers, and leadership practices. The Historic Hotels of 
America Awards of Excellence are presented to historic hotels and hoteliers demonstrating innovative leadership, 
stewardship, and contribution to furthering the recognition, preservation, and celebration of these preeminent 
historic hotels and their histories.  

The Historic Inns of Annapolis is celebrating their 250th anniversary this year, a significant milestone marking them 
as one of the oldest hotels in the United States. The hotel group has been celebrating with special hotel and group 
meeting rates, the reopening of the King of France Tavern, sharing details about their storied history, holding 
public events and much more. Learn more about the Historic Inns 250th celebration here. 

“I am excited the Historic Inns of Annapolis has been named as a finalist for the Historic Hotels of America Awards 
of Excellence. It is truly an honor to continue the hotels traditions and greatness while celebrating the hotels’ 250th 
anniversary,” said Kenneth White, General Manager of the Historic Inns of Annapolis. 
 
The Historic Inns of Annapolis is one of more than 300 hotels and resorts throughout the country that is 
recognized by Historic Hotels of America, a program of the National Trust for Historic Preservation, for preserving 
and maintaining its historic integrity, architecture and ambiance. 
 
“We are delighted to recognize The Historic Inns of Annapolis, in being nominated for Best Historic Hotel in the 
76–200 Guestrooms category,” said Lawrence P. Horwitz, Executive Vice President, Historic Hotels of America and 
Historic Hotels Worldwide. “This hotel is part of a select group of nominee finalists in a number of categories. It is 
an honor to be nominated and recognized.”

Winners will be announced at the 2022 Historic Hotels Annual Awards of Excellence Ceremony and Gala, which 
will take place at the Grand Hotel Golf Resort & Spa in Point Clear, Alabama (USA) on Thursday, November 17, 
2022, at 7 pm. The award winners will be announced in front of an audience of owners, general managers, senior 
decision-makers, and guests representing many of the finest historic hotels from around the world.
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About the Historic Inns of Annapolis
Set in the charming historic district of Downtown Annapolis next to the State Capital, the Historic Inns of 
Annapolis are ideally located just blocks from the local shops, gourmet restaurants, entertainment venues and 
historic museums. Situated between Baltimore and Washington, DC, the Historic Inns of Annapolis’ cozy 
accommodations offer the perfect retreat for an east coast getaway with a historic flair. 

About Historic Hotels of America®
Historic Hotels of America® is the official program of the National Trust for Historic Preservation for recognizing, 
celebrating, and promoting the finest historic hotels in the United States of America. To be nominated and selected 
for membership in this prestigious program, a hotel must be at least 50 years old; designated by the U.S. Secretary 
of the Interior as a National Historic Landmark or listed in or eligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places; and recognized as having historical significance. Of the more than 300 historic hotels inducted into 
Historic Hotels of America from 44 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico, all historic hotels faithfully 
preserve their sense of authenticity, sense of place, and architectural integrity. For more information, please visit 
HistoricHotels.org/US.

For more information on meetings, groups and customized events at the Historic Inns of Annapolis, please call  
410-216-6326 or e-mail michellevellon@historicinnsofannapolis.com. For press and online information about the 
250th anniversary, please contact meagan@alchemidesign.com.
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